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Computer Club to have Open House

From a suggestion and motion from Ron Simms, it was decided that in order to try and
make ourselves more visible to the larger community, the EastCentral Ohio Technology
SIG/ Help Desk Reports 11  12
Club/Licking County Computer society is going to have an Open House in place of our
13  18
Featured Articlles
May General Meeting Program.
19
List of Officers
The members and officers will come together at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 21st to
have a short business meeting. Following that meeting (no later then 3:00 p.m.) many of
our “key players” will be stationed around the building to meet with people and answer
questions about our club’s activities from 3:004:30.
Our hope is that those attending the Open House will get a chance to find out about
many of the activities provided by our club that includes: Computer Repair Help Desk
(hosted by Everett McKee), Recycling (hosted by Jim Amore), Refurbishing (with Bill
Toothman), Computer Classes (with John Kennedy), Linux operating systems Help Desk
(questions answered by Ken Bixler), Windows operating system Help Desk (TBD), Digital
Imaging/Photography Help Desk (David Clement), Monthly Programs (explained by Mary
Frances Rauch), Membership Benefits (with Vicky Atkins), and general questions
(answered by our Trustees and members who attend the Open House).
Our target group is not those people living in our neighbor or section of town, we want
to reach out to those that don’t even know we exist. That includes many of the active
members of the Licking County Aging Program that use the services of Heritage Hall but
don’t see our presence there, and the residents of Licking County and the surrounding
area that could really benefit from membership in our club. The newsletters (Heritage
Times and Random Bits) and our websites (www.lcap.org and http://ecotu.club/) are not
doing enough to “spread the word”. We plan to advertise wherever we can, but we sure
could use your help in this effort. So please tell those that don’t know about us to come
and find out what all we do on Sunday, May 21st from 3:004:30 p.m.
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Previous Program Points

Due to the fact that we have no one to write a review of the Previous Program, we ask
that you click on the LCCS Media link below. This link will take you to YouTube and the LCCS Media
playlist where you will be able to find videos of the past presentations.

* Click on the link to the right to see a video of Past Programs and Meetings

LCCS Media

Help Wanted  Facebook Maintainer
In another article, it was mentioned that both our newsletter and website
don't always get the information about our club and it's many activities out
to the public. One of the newest methods of getting the word out is through
Social Media. LCCS/ECOTUC does have a Facebook page (bet you didn't
know that) and to be a good "live" page the contents of the page need to be
posted/updated quite often and responding to what others post on our page is also important to
letting people know that we are alive and doing things.
We could really use someone that is good with Facebook to be our "Facebook Editor/Maintainer"
keeping posts up to date and responding to what might get placed on our Facebook page. We have
someone that tries to do this but has other responsibilities and we know that we would make or
presence known better if our Facebook page was more active.
If you are that person that likes to do Facebook, involved with our club and wants it to be a visible,
active presence in the Social Media world, please contact our President or any other officer to let
them know. We can give you the necessary "keys" to help run our Facebook page. You can mail us
at any of the addresses you'll find at the bottom of the newsletter. Thanks in advance for being a part
of our "Communication Team" along with the newsletter editor, the webmaster, and the person that
puts stuff on the calendars, and sends out email notices.

Check Out The New Section "Tips and Tricks!!!!" in this issue of the
Random Bits.
We have added a new section to our newsletter called "Tips and Tricks!!!!", be sure to check it out
and consider contributiing some of your speicial tricks to help out others.
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News and Events

For the latest information on Events "Click" on the link below
LCCS Google Calendar
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News and Events con't
Fifth Friday  Focus and Fun
Members of the computer club came together (at a later time) for the March
Fifth Friday  Focus and Fun to hear a fantastic presentation on pictures
given by Jacque Morgan. During the presentation we learned about
organizine the "Picture" folder (used to be called "My Pictures") with folders
and subfolders designed to help us find the picture(s) that we wanted. The naming of these folders
and subfolders are totally determined by our search needs. Each person in attendance spent a little
time thinking and writing down how they would organize their photo collection. Those that brought
laptops were able to begin the process. The others had a paper outline to use at home. We also got
some handson practice getting pictures off
our cameras, or storage devices and into
our "Picture" folder. Once there we were
able to drag and drop the files to get them
where we wanted. We finished up talking
about a couple programs available for the
computer that helps organize or catalog
pictures. Jacque passed out a couple of
handouts for those in attendance. This
only scratches a little of what we did, and
we ran out of time before we could talk
much about editing photos. We are hopeful
that we can talk Jacque to come to one of
our General Meetings and put on a
program about editing photos or sharing
different software programs.
This was the third Fifth Friday event that we've put on and all of them have been well attended.
Make sure that you mark Friday, June 30th on your calendars. That will be our next Fifth Friday 
Focus and Fun. Join us when the topic will be "Google It? There's More To It!". Come hear member
Ron Sherwood present an extended program on all the things that Google can do beyond mail and
searching. Remember the program starts at 1:00 p.m. and is for members only.

Attention Users
You NEED to read and review some of these scams that are out there just waiting for you to drop
your guard. Read about these new and recent scams and what to do about it. The number one step
you should ALWAYS take is not answer calls from someone you don't know. The number two step is
to NEVER give any personal information to anyone that calls you, it's a different thing if you call them.
Here's a good Kim K. article for you to read:
http://www.komando.com/tips/398001/5dangerousphonescamsthatarespreadingnow/all
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APCUG  NOOZ
In this edition of NOOZ:
1. POSSIBLE Advertising in Your Newsletter
2. APCUG Member Groups Appreciate Their Volunteers
3. 2017 Q2 Reports
4. Spring VTC Reminder – May 6
1. POSSIBLE Advertising for Your Newsletter
APCUG does not endorse this product but is just passing the information on to member groups. We
don’t have any more information than what is below.
Paul Bordenkircher, OPe Technologies, is interested in finding out whether there are opportunities to
advertise in your newsletters or emails.
According to him, it’s a cloud storage solution, more secure version of Dropbox, with ondevice
encryption and higher security standards than the big guys. It’s planned for release in lateAugust. He
thinks APCUG groups would “get” the need for this product before most other users.
Company Name: OPe Technologies
Contact Name: Paul Bordenkircher
Office: 251 299 2199
paul.bordenkircher@opelabs.com
Contact form also on website: OPeTechnologies.com
2. APCUG Member Groups Appreciate Their Volunteers
The last NOOZ asked member groups to send an email to Judy Taylour letting her know how they
celebrate their volunteers. She heard from very few groups, visited each group’s website to see if she
could find anything regarding honoring volunteers, and read various newsletters; she picked up
another couple of ways groups honor their volunteers. The document is attached, along with Reports.
It will also be uploaded to APCUG’s website just below the Speaker Bureau Presenter Kudos.
3. 2017 Q2 Reports
In this issue, you will find meeting ideas, what is happening in other groups, and a list of the latest
updates uploaded to Jere’s Tech Tips column on APCUG’s website. It is updated a minimum of once
a week or more often as he and others find tips they think you would be interested in knowing about.
Also in this issue is information about the 2016 Don Singleton Volunteer of the Year Recipients and
Nominees (info is also on the website), plus Gabe’s Tips for User Groups. I think you will find
interesting information on each page.
4. Reminder  FREE May 6 Spring VTC
A few members can get together and watch the sessions together. Or, members can ‘attend’ different
presentations at home in their bathrobes and fuzzy slip
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pers and give reports at their next general meeting. Or, if your group meets
on May 6, you might watch live one or more of the presentations for your
meeting. The ICON group in Missouri did this for the Winter VTC. The Quad
Cites Computer Society has had Tailgate parties in their meeting room with
attendees bringing the refreshments. Of course, groups also use the VTC
videos for meeting presentations. Please register at:
https://apcugspring2017vtc.eventbrite.com
Descriptions and Bios at:
www.apcug2.org
Track 1
Acronis, New Generation  Gene Barlow, UGR Relations
Home Automation  Bill James, Computer Club of Oklahoma City
Tune Up Your Windows PC  Jere Minich, LakeSumter Computer Society
Track 2
The GIMP  Dennis Rex, SCALE
Crypto Viruses  Toby Scott, Channel Islands PCUG
Alternative to Closing a Computer Club  Ray Baxter, Payson Area Computer Society

John Kennedy, APCUG
Board of Advisors
Region 3 (IN,KY,MI,OH,TN)
Region 6 (IL,IA,MN,ND,NE,SD,WI)
Your communication link with APCUG
"Association of Personal Computer User Groups" (APCUG)
An International Organization of Technology & Computer User Groups
APCUG's Spring Virtual Technology Conference (VTC)  May 6,, 2017
www.apcug2.org
www.facebook.com/APCUG
www.twitter.com/apcug
www.youtube.com/apcugvideos
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Secretary's Report
2017319

General Membership Meeting Minutes
ECOTUC/LCCS

President Amore called the meeting to order @2:30pm.
Present were 26 paid members.
Secretary’s Report: The February 19, 2017 General Meeting Minutes
have been posted on the web board and the bulletin board. Ira LaFollette
motioned and Mary Frances Rauch seconded to approve the minutes. The motion passed.
Treasurer’s Report: $20,041.53 is in the account. Bill Toothman motioned and Dick Potts seconded
to accept the report. The motion passed.
Correspondence: None
Committee Reports:
Recycling/Refurbishing: Jim Amore reported March 31 & April 1 as the next event. He asked for
members to help with the event as we have lots of recycle items.
Teaching: John Kennedy reported there is a group interested in the electronic part of computers;
so a class has started on this subject. LCAP is taking registration for May classes.
Trustees: Wayne Snyder announced he has prepared a “signup” sheet for members/volunteers to
sign to help in a “clean up” day in the back courtyard. He and Jim Grower will set a date for this work
to be done.
Old Business: President Amore reminded us that due to April 16, 2017 being Easter; the next
General Membership Meeting will be April 23, 2017.
John Kennedy announced that Spectrum/Roadrunner issued us a “new deal” and we are now
receiving 10x the internet speed as in prior years.
New Business: None.
Announcements: John Kennedy reported to the group that we need to question our member friends
if they are receiving LCCS emails. We all need to be aware of how our computers have been set for
“ALLOWING/BLOCKING” our ISP mail; especially the roadrunner services.
John also reminded us that Microsoft will soon issue their next LARGE upgrade/update, named
“Windows Creator’s” upgrade/update. DO NOT interfere with this process.
Ken Bixler moved and Dave DeRolph seconded to adjourn the meeting.
President Amore adjourned the meeting @ 3:15pm.
Program: Ken Bixler gave the group advice on “Security & Safety Practices While Online” while we
are using our computers.
Submitted by: Nancy Grower, Secretary.
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Treasurer's Report
Treasurer's reports here
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The Education Corner
Teaching Program
We have finished up our "Spring Term" and unfortunately had to cancel a
number of classes due to small enrollment. We are sure that there are
those computer users in our area (and that includes our club membership)
that need some of these classes. We base this on the types of questions
that those in key positions in our club keep getting. We don't know why people that need this service
won't sign up. If you ask anyone that's taken the classes, they will admit to you that they found out
they didn't know as much as they thought they did about computers. So when we start the next
round of classes (June and July), you might think hard about what you think you know. Also think
about your other family members and friends (they don't have to be senior citizens or members of our
club  although we'll really encourage them to join) who might benefit from these classes.
There will be no classes in May as we use both May and August to update the computers and do
whatever maintenance is needed to get ready for the next session. We plan to offer as many of our
classes during June and July as we can as determined by teacher availability and student signups.
Check our website and watch for emails the latter part of May for exact class offerings, days and
times. Classes will start on June 12th and July 10th running for three weeks each month.
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Tips and Tricks!!!
We're thinking about adding a new section to our newsletter called "Tips and
Tricks" and would like you to contribute to this section. I know that everyone has
found some sort of tip or trick that has helped you do something with your
technology device (we're not just talking about computers, but anything
technology related). We'd like you to send in those tips that might help others
trying, unsuccessfully at times, to do what you're already figured out how to do.
Maybe its a better, easier, dimplier way to do something. Who knows that what
you think is nothing might be a life saver to someone else. EVERYONE learns
tips and trick no matter how experienced you might be on your device. That includes me. I'm often
surprised when I mention to someone a tip or trick and they say, "I didn't know that you could do
that". I end up wishing I had told them the tip much earlier. So send us your tips to
newsletter@lccsohio.org and place Tips and Tricks in the subjet line, and we'll include them in the
next newsletter.
I'll start things off with one that I just learned (the following part I already knew). Maybe people are
concerned about privacy especially with the cameras on their devices (laptops and tablets). There
are ways that "outsiders" could get in and turn on your camera and see you and your surrounding
area. Even through most cameras turn on some sort of light (either a small "dot" or a ring around the
lens), it's sometimes not noticed. It has been recommended that you put a piece of tape across the
lens to prevent anyone from viewing you. Just remember to take it off before you try to Skype or
video communicate with someone. However, most people would probably think it smart to use black
tape to cover their laptop cameras because it would blend in with the laptop case. I was informed by
someone that they did that and when they removed the tape, they pulled part of the camera out of
the case.
Here's the tip (the one that I just found out about), instead of using the black tape use a bandage
instead. I know that it probably wont blend in with the case, but covering the lens with the nonsticky
part of the bandage will prevent the tape from pulling out your camera or the ring around it. And,
using something that doesn't blend in will s trick up a conversation with the person next to you and
you'll be able to share what you know about privacy and protecting your camera. You can use any
type of bandage, traditional/clear/design, just make sure it has a nonsticky part that you can use.
Now what tips or tricks can you share with us? Send them in
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Windows Help Desk
The Windows Help Desk will meet twice in May on the 1st and 3rd
Fridays (5th and 19th) at 1:00 p.m. We try to help out those that might
have questions or problems running the Windows operating system, or
Meeting Times
the programs and apps that run inside. We can help you with
First Friday 1:00  3:30 p.m.
questions about Windows 7, 8.1, and 10. And we can help with just
Third Friday 1:00  3:00 p.m.
about any program that you might run. If we can't figure something
out, we will help you find someone that might be able to assist you.
You are welcome to bring in your laptop or even bring in your computer
(box or tower). If you bring your laptop, please bring you power cord with you as sometimes
Windows requires you to be plugged into power to do certain things. If you bring in your computer,
unless it's an allinone device, we have all the cables/plugs/monitors, etc... so you don't need to
bring anything except the box/tower.
Sometimes the problem, issue, question is a very small one that's easy and quick to fix (we love
those kinds and sometimes they turn out to be big and take extra time to fix (a challenge, but we still
love to help you out). We don't have a large attendance at our Help Desks which could mean things
are just working well or we have people that don't feel comfortable bring in their problems. But those
little problems could develop into big problems. We'll try two Help Desks this month, but it's possible
that beginning next month the Help Desk will meet just once per month.
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Linux SIG / Help Desk
The Linux Help Desk meets the 2nd and 4th Friday afternoons and
usually covers a number of different topics each time. Among the topics
this month were:
Meeting Times
A problem occurs when an owner creates backups and has two
Second Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
computers with the same usename on each computer. We discussed
Fourth Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
creating a new user on the second machine to avoid the common
naming between the two machines. That brings up the question of the
best procedure for transferring a /home/username to
/home/username2. The item of concern is user identification and ownership issues. Our solution is:
Create a new user on machine 2
Log in to machine 2 as the new user
Create necessary folders on machine 2
sudo cp aR /home/userold/folder/* /home/usernew/folder
We use sudo to cross user permission lines; a for archiving mtime/atime; R is recursive transit
through directories. When complete, we delete userold. When usernew employs sudo the
file/directory ownerships tranfers to usernew.
We demonstrated mouse copy by drag and drop and right click, Copy To.
Two open source Linux command line books were distributed in pdf format over the internal LAN.
Tetzle, a jigsaw program was demonstrated. And the TOR browser installation was demonstrated.
With the leadership of Ubuntu announcing that they would no longer be developing the “Unity”
desktop and changing back to the original “Gnome Shell” desktop, we took a long look at Ubuntu
Gnome (which will be dropped when the default Ubuntu comes with the standard Gnome system)
which is going to be very close to what a user will have come April of next year (18.04 will be the
version).
We fixed the way the Linux computer reacts to the time in the BIOS so that when our dual operating
system computers switch back over to Windows, the clocks in Window will be the correct time.
We ended up talking about removing programs that were installed, but no longer are necessary
(maybe because they were added so another program would work correctly and that other program
has been uninstalled). Through the command line we could run “autoremove” and those programs
would be removed. However, with the size of those files being small and the current size of hard
drives being big, there’s no real need to do this unless you find your hard drive filling up
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Featured Articles
Arch Linux for Raspberry P
Novaspirit Tech
YouTube Channel

How to install Arch Linux for raspberry pi, since there is no right wrong
way to install arch linux, this is my take on it. thanks for the view!
To view the video

CLICK HERE

Trendy Ideas from a Proud Tinkerer
BY Stew Bottorf

APCUG 2017 Winter Virtual Technology Conference (VTC23)
“Trendy Ideas from a Proud Tinkerer,” was by Stew Bottorf of the
Tampa Bay Computer Society. He told us how he built things and
took things apart since childhood. Now he works with Linux and
Open Source Software. He spent time discussing Raspberry Pi,
System on a Chip (SoC) devices and Kodi media player. Many
retailers and medical facilities use Digital Signage. Time ran out
before he could spend much time on the Internet of Things (IoT). A
lot of the technology was over my head, but it was interesting to learn about new technologies.
To view the video

CLICK HERE
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Featured Articles
Google Search Tricks

By Melanie Birnbaum, Teckspert Talk
Century Village Computer Club, Florida
http://www.cvcomputerclub.com/

You use Google Search every day, but still all you know is how to
search. However, the search engine has plenty of tricks up its
sleeve.
Here’s an overview of some of the more useful Google search
tricks:
Use quotes to search for an exact phrase. Searching a phrase in quotes will yield only pages with the
same words in the same order as what’s in the quotes. It’s especially useful if you’re trying to find
results containing a specific phrase.
Use an asterisk within quotes to specify unknown or variable words. Here’s a lesser known trick:
searching a phrase in quotes with an asterisk replacing a word will search all variations of that
phrase. It’s helpful if you’re trying to determine a song from its lyrics, but you couldn’t make out the
entire phrase (e.g. “imagine all the * living for today”), or if you’re trying to find all forms of an
expression (e.g. “* is thicker than water”).
Use the minus sign to eliminate results containing certain words. You’ll want to eliminate results with
certain words if you’re trying to search for a term that’s generating a lot of results that aren’t of
interest to you. Figure out what terms you’re not interested in (e.g. jaguar car) and rerun the search.
Search websites for keywords. Think of the “site:” function as a Google search that searches only a
particular website. If you want to see every time TIME.com mentioned Google, use the search
“Google site:TIME.com”.
Search news archives going back to the mid1880s. Google News has an option to search over 100
years’ worth of archived news from newspapers around the world. The address is
https://news.google.com/newspapers?hl=en
Compare foods using “vs”. Can’t decide between a burger or pizza for dinner? Type in “rice vs.
quinoa,” for example, and you’ll receive sidebyside comparisons of the nutritional facts.
Filter search results for recipes. If you search your favorite food, and then click “Search Tools” right
under the search bar, you’ll be able to filter recipes based on ingredients, cook time and calories. It’s
the perfect tool if you have certain dietary restrictions.
Use “DEFINE:” to learn the meaning of words—slang included. Streamline the dictionary process by
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using, for example, “DEFINE: mortgage.” For words that appear in the dictionary, you’ll be able to see
etymology and a graph of its use over time alongside the definition. Google will even sift the web to
define slang words or acronyms. Try out “DEFINE: bae” or “DEFINE: SMH”.
Play Atari Breakout by searching it on Google Images. The legendary brick breaker game is available
for easy access on Google. Just search “Atari Breakout” (without quotes) on Google Images and
enjoy.
Search images using images. Ever come across a photo that looks strangely familiar? Or if you want
to know where it came from? If you save the image, and then search it on Google Images (with the
camera button), you’ll be able to see similar images on the web.
Press the mic icon on Google’s search bar, and say “flip a coin” Google will flip a coin for you when
you don’t have one on hand.
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Featured Articles
Open Source Software of the Month
By Geof Goodrum

Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society
www.patacs.org
This is a compilation of the February and March Issues.

FlightGear – v2016.4.4. http://www.flightgear.org/. Free GNU
General Public License source code and executables for
Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™, FreeBSD and
GNU/Linux® by Curtis L. Olson, Tim Moore, James Turner et al.
Founded in 1997, FlightGear is developed by a worldwide group of
volunteers, brought together by a shared ambition to create the
most realistic flight simulator possible that is free to use, modify
and distribute. FlightGear is used all over the world by desktop flight simulator enthusiasts, for
research in universities and for interactive exhibits in museums.
FlightGear features more than 400 aircraft, a worldwide scenery database, a multiplayer
environment, detailed sky modelling, a flexible and open aircraft modelling system, varied networking
options, multiple display support, a powerful scripting language and an open architecture. Best of all,
being opensource, the simulator is owned by the community and everyone is encouraged to
contribute.
[Screenshot at http://www.flightgear.org/wpcontent/gallery/galleryv210/fgfsscreen166.jpg]
GnuCOBOL – 2.0rc2. https://sourceforge.net/projects/opencobol/. Free GNU General Public
License source code and executables for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™, FreeBSD and
GNU/Linux® by Keisuke Nishida, Roger While, Simon Sobisch, Sergey Kashyrin, and Ron Norman.
GnuCOBOL (formerly OpenCOBOL) is a free compiler for the COBOL programming language,
popular for business applications. cobc translates COBOL source to an executable using
intermediate C, designated C compiler and linker. Features include:
A nicely complete implementation of COBOL with nearly seamless C integration
Over 9700 NIST COBOL 85 test suite tests passed, over 500 internal checks
Direct access to almost all C libraries, and even more with the C++ base
Compiler built with GNU Autotools, also successfully builds with LLVM clang
CGI capable and desktop ready, GTK+ screens have been demonstrated
Code integrating Ada, Guile, Lua, Rexx, Javascript, Python, and others, published
EXEC SQL preprocessors available for PostgreSQL, Firebird, ODBC, DB2
REPORT SECTION, SCREEN SECTION, FUNCTIONID support
ASCII, EBCDIC, little endian, big endian. A build published for z/OS OMVS/USS
Compiler messages translated; english, spanish, japanese, more to come
Almost full support of the COBOL 2014 Compiler Directing Facility feature set
[Screenshot at https://a.fsdn.com/con/app/proj/opencobol/screenshots/sourceforgehello1.png]
MultibootUSB – v8.4.0. http://multibootusb.org/. Free GNU General Public License source code and
executables for Microsoft® Windows® and GNU/Linux® by Sundar and Ian Bruce. MultiBootUSB is
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software for Windows and GNU/Linux that installs multiple Linuxbased ISO boot images on a single,
removable USB drive and selectively boots the image of your choice. This permits more efficient use
of larger (>4 GB) thumb drives and fewer thumb drives required to run live Linux distributions and
recovery/utility images (e.g., see Tails, below). QEMU is builtin to allow testing images without
rebooting.
[Screenshot at https://a.fsdn.com/con/app/proj/multibootusb/screenshots/328893.jpg]
Tails – v2.9.1.
https://tails.boum.org/. Free GNU General Public License bootable media
image by the Tails developers. The Amnesiac Incognito Live System (Tails) is a live operating system
that you can start on almost any computer from a DVD, USB stick, or SD card. Tails comes with
several builtin applications preconfigured with security in mind: web browser, instant messaging
client, email client, office suite, image and sound editor, etc. It aims at preserving your privacy and
anonymity, and helps you to:
use the Internet anonymously and circumvent censorship;
all connections to the Internet are forced to go through The Onion Router (Tor) anonymizing network;
leave no trace on the computer you are using unless you ask it explicitly;
use stateoftheart cryptographic tools to encrypt your files, emails and instant messaging.
[Screenshot at https://tails.boum.org/install/inc/screenshots/desktop.png]
Brave – v0.13.2. https://www.brave.com/. Free Mozilla Public License source code and executables
for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™ and iOS, Google Android™ and GNU/Linux® by Team
Brave. Brave is a free and open source web browser that lets you browse safer and faster by
blocking ads and trackers. Brave blocks harmful advertising, tracking pixels and cookies, and
integrates the Electronic Frontier Foundation HTTPS Everywhere plugin to improve security and
privacy.
[Screenshots at http://www.filehorse.com/downloadbravebrowser32/screenshots/]
Doomsday Engine – v1.15.8. http://dengine.net/. Free GNU General Public License source code
and executables for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™, FreeBSD and GNU/Linux® by The
Deng Team. Doomsday Engine is a portable game engine for classic first person shooters such as
DOOM, Heretic and Hexen that lets you enjoy the original games using modern technology, including
highresolution OpenGL graphics, 3D models, and dynamic lighting effects. Besides supporting fan
mods, there are also AddOns for the Doomsday Engine for highquality sound, music and improved
graphics. Note that the game files are available separately, either from the original game media, as
downloads or online purchase.
[Screenshot at http://dengine.net/images/gameselection_500.jpg]
Hydrogen – v0.9.7. http://www.hydrogenmusic.org/hcms/. Free GNU General Public License source
code and executables for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™, FreeBSD and GNU/Linux® by
Alessandro Cominu, Sebastian Moors, et al. Hydrogen is an advanced drum machine. It’s main goal
is to provide professional yet simple and intuitive patternbased drum programming. Features include:
Very userfriendly, modular, fast and intuitive graphical interface based on QT 4.
Samplebased stereo audio engine, with import of sound samples in .wav, .au and .aiff formats.
Support of samples in compressed FLAC file.
Patternbased sequencer, with unlimited number of patterns and ability to chain patterns into a song.
Random Bits
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Up to 192 ticks per pattern with individual level per event and variable pattern length.
Unlimited instrument tracks with volume, mute, solo, pan capabilities.
Multi layer support for instruments (up to 16 samples for each instrument).
Sample Editor, with basic cut and loop functions.
Timestretch and pitch functions via rubberband CLI. Require the rubberbandcli package.
Playlists with scripting function.
Advanced tabtempo.
Director Window with a visual metronome and song position tags.
Timeline with variable tempo.
Single and stacked pattern mode.
Export/Import single patterns into song projects.
MIDI learning via Shift+MouseClick on many guicontrollers combined with a MIDI settings editor.
Ability to import/export song files.
Unique human velocity, human time, pitch and swing functions.
Multiple patterns playing at once.
JACK, ALSA, PortAudio and OSS audio drivers.
ALSA MIDI and PortMidi input with assignable MIDIin channel (1..16, ALL).
Import/export of drumkits.
Export song to wav, AIFF, FLAC or Ogg file.
Export song to MIDI file.
[Screenshots at http://www.hydrogenmusic.org/hcms/node/6]
youtubedl – v2017.2.11. https://rg3.github.io/youtubedl/. Free Public Domain Python code and
executable for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® macOS™, FreeBSD and GNU/Linux® by Ricardo
Garcia Gonzalez, Philipp Hagemeister, et al. youtubedl is a commandline program to download
videos from YouTube.com and many more sites. It requires the Python interpreter (2.6, 2.7, or 3.2+),
and it is not platform specific. The Windows executable includes Python.
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Club Officers
Below is a list of your Club officers and
their information.

Officers
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